
Honors World Literature & Composition Objectives  
 

Oedipus the King (Oedipus Rex)  
Students will demonstrate reading and writing skills while studying Oedipus the King.  

• Reading  
 Read passages of the drama aloud with expression, smoothness, and pace.  
 Read for literal, interpretive, and evaluative comprehension.  
 Identify characteristics of Greek tragedy as applied specifically to Oedipus.  
 Analyze drama in terms of characterization, point of view, dialogue, setting, and the 

use of the Greek chorus.  
 Identify and explain the uses of irony in the play.  
 Evaluate Sophocles’ characterization of Greek society.  

• Writing  
 Use Six Traits of Writing.  
 Create a thesis statement to guide and frame main ideas.  
 Use conventions of standard written English.  
 Develop main ideas using references to and citations of the text.  
 Develop effective transitions to ensure coherence.  

 
The Odyssey  
Students will demonstrate reading, writing, research, and speaking while studying The 
Odyssey.  

• Reading  
 Read non-fiction resources to inform research.  
 Use background knowledge from class research topics to enhance understanding of 

The Odyssey.  
 Read for literal, interpretive, and evaluative comprehension.  
 Identify and explain the use of irony in the epic.  
 Apply the characteristics of the epic narrative to The Odyssey.  

• Writing  
 Use the Six Traits.  
 Create a thesis statement to frame and guide arguments.  
 Use conventions of standard written English.  
 Use references to and citation of the text to support main ideas.  
 Use effective transitions to ensure coherence.  

• Research  
 Locate, consult, and cite information from reliable sources about relevant mini-topics 

(e.g. gods, goddesses, warfare, oracle at Delphi, etc.)  
 Prepare a Works Cited page using MLA format. Speaking  
 Speak with clarity and purpose to inform the class about the research mini-topics.  
 Speak with appropriate expression, smoothness, pace, volume, eye contact, posture, 

and gestures.  
 Use standard language and grammar.  

 
Macbeth  
Students will demonstrate reading, writing, and speaking skills while studying  
Macbeth. 
 



• Reading  
  Read passages of the drama aloud with fluent expression, smoothness, and pace.  
  Read for literal, interpretive, and evaluative comprehension.  
  Apply the characteristics of Shakespearean tragedy to Macbeth.  
  Analyze drama in terms of characterization, point of view, dialogue, setting, 

symbolism, and imagery.  
• Writing:  

  Use the Six Traits  
  Create a thesis statement to guide and frame main ideas.  
  Use conventions of standard written English.  
  Develop main ideas using references to and citations of the text.  
  Develop effective transitions to ensure coherence.  

 
A Doll’s House  
Students will demonstrate reading, research, and speaking while studying A Doll’s House.  

• Reading:  
  Read passages from the drama aloud with expression, smoothness, and pace.  
  Read for literal, interpretive, and evaluative comprehension.  
  Research various elements of the author, play, and social context.  
  Analyze the drama in terms of characterization, point of view, dialogue, and 

setting.  
  Evaluate how Ibsen characterizes Victorian society.  
  Organize and present material in a well-organized fashion.  

• Research:  
  Locate, consult, and cite information from reliable sources (print and electronic).  
  Prepare a works cited page following MLA format.  

• Speaking:  
  Speak with clarity and purpose to inform the class about assigned topics.  
  Speak with appropriate expression, smoothness, pace, volume, eye contact, 

posture and gestures.  
  Use standard language and grammar.  
  Organize the presentation to ensure all members participate equitably.  

 
Cyrano de Bergerac  
Students will demonstrate reading and writing while studying Cyrano de Bergerac.  

• Reading:  
  Read passages of the drama aloud with expression, smoothness, and pace.  
  Read for literal, interpretive, and evaluative comprehension.  
  Identify characteristics of Rostand’s style.  
  Analyze drama in terms of characterization, point of view, dialogue, and setting.  
  Identify the uses of irony.  

• Writing:  
  Use Six Traits of Writing.  
  Use conventions of standard written English.  
  Develop main ideas using references to and citations of the text.  
  Develop effective transitions to ensure coherence.  



 
The Count of Monte Cristo  
Students will demonstrate reading, writing, and speaking skills while reading The Count of 
Monte Cristo.  

• Reading:  
  Read for literal, interpretive, and evaluative comprehension.  
  Develop strategies for reading a lengthy text.  
  Analyze the novel in terms of characterization, plot structure, point of view, 

dialogue, setting, and symbolism.  
  Identify and analyze the uses of irony and coincidence in the novel.  
  Identify and analyze examples or allusion in the novel.  
  Identify and analyze Dumas’s techniques for developing suspense.  
  Identify characteristics of the Romantic novel.  

• Writing:  
  Use Six Traits of Writing.  
  Create a thesis statement to guide and frame main ideas.  
  Use conventions of standard written English.  
  Develop main ideas using references to and citations of the text.  
  Develop effective transitions to ensure coherence.  
  Use components of script writing, such as format, dialogue, dramatic structure, 

and appropriate punctuation to create an effective scene.  
• Speaking:  

  Use appropriate speaking techniques including volume, vocal expression, pace, 
and body language.  

  Use speaking techniques appropriate for audience.  
  Demonstrate concentration, focus, creativity, and teamwork while presenting 

scenes.  
 
Pride and Prejudice  
Students will demonstrate reading and research skills while studying Pride and Prejudice.  

• Reading:  
  Read for literal, interpretive, and evaluative comprehension  
  Identify characteristics of Jane Austen’s style.  
  Analyze the novel in terms of plot, characterization, point of view, dialogue, 

setting, and irony.  
  Identify the characteristics of satire as applied to the novel.  
  Develop reading strategies necessary for dealing with Jane Austen’s work.  

• Writing:  
  Use Six Traits of Writing.  
  Create a thesis statement to guide and frame main ideas.  
  Use conventions of standard written English.  
  Develop main ideas using references to and citations of the text.  
  Develop effective transitions to ensure coherence.  

• Research:  
  Locate, consult, and cite information from reliable sources (both print and 

electronic)  



 Prepare a works cited page using MLA format.  
 
 


